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Introduction:  On Earth, in the regions of Oklo in 

Africa, 1 billion years ago, natural uranium ore and 

groundwater interacted to form natural nuclear reactors 

at 5 locations. [1]  These reactors were small and self-

regulating , groundwater infiltrating the ore deposit 

would moderate neutrons leading to criticality, leading 

in turn, to nuclear heat production and groundwater 

expulsion with subsequent loss of criticality. These 

natural nuclear reactors cycled for several million 

years, breeding  plutonium , before shutting down.  On 

Mars, the same ingredients of groundwater and ura-

nium  are present and it is likely that similar natural 

nuclear reactors formed and operated in Mars distant 

past.  Evidence exists that a large natural nuclear reac-

tor formed and operated on Mars in the northern Mare 

Acidalium  region of Mars. However, unlike its terre-

strial analogs this natural nuclear reactor was apparent-

ly  much larger, bred 
233

U off  of  thorium,  and appar-

ently underwent explosive disassembly,  ejecting large 

amounts of radioactive material over Mars surface [2]. 

Evidence of a large scale nuclear activity on Mars  

comes from a variety of sources.  It  has been a long 

standing paradox that uranium, thorium and potassium, 

appear hyper-abundant on Mars surface when com-

pared to Mars meteorites, which are believed to sample 

subsurface rocks. [3]  Thorium and radioactive potas-

sium appear concentrated in the northern  Mare Acida-

lium in the region of the large,  shallow depression 

north of Acidalia Colles., with a small concentration at 

the approximate antipode of this region on the other 

side of the planet ( see Figure 1and 2).   

 

 
Figure 1. Distribution of radioactive K on Mars 

 
Figure 2. Distribution of  Th  on Mars 

It is also known that  xenon and argon components of 

Mars atmosphere are dominated by radiogenic isotopes 

when compared to terrestrial or averaged Carbona-

ceous Chondrite standards. In addition  Mars mete-

orites give evidence of being irradiated by neutrons 

with total flux of 10
15

/cm
2
  while on Mars [4] based on 

their Kr 80 abundance, however, Eugster has recently 

argued for a cosmogenic origin of this irradiation [5].  

 In addition to this evidence of a nuclear event, we 

have circumstances  on Mars  that could actually be 

more conducive to natural nuclear reactors than condi-

tions on Earth: a lack of plate tectonics,  meaning  re-

tention of impacting bodies  or concentrated ore bodies 

in the regolith is more likely,  and nearness to the aste-

roid belt  as a possible source of uranium and thorium 

rich bolides. Mars has experienced a greater loss of 

geothermal heat in recent geologic history,  leading to a 

deepening  in ground water distribution. Together this 

data can be used to form a hypothesis.  

The Martian Large, Natural, Paleo-Nuclear 

Reactor Hypothesis:    In Mare Acidalium, a large ore 

body of incompatible elements formed with concen-

trated uranium, thorium and potassium at kilometer 

depth, probably from an  asteroidal impact.  Due to the 

lack of plate tectonics, the ore body was not disrupted 

over Mars history but supported nuclear fission reac-

tions based on a thermal mode. This process began 1 

billion years ago when 
235

U was three percent and may 

have been triggered by a deep intrusion of groundwater 

into the ore body due to loss of geothermal heat on 

Mars. The body was of high concentration  of uranium 

and thorium oxides. After many millions of years in 

operation the paleo-reactor managed to begin breeding 

fuel in the form of 
233

U and 
239

Pu faster than it was 

burned up. Much radioactive potassium was also 

created by the neutron flux during this period of ther-

mal neutron operation.  At some point the ore body 

suffered a “prompt critical” and the water boiled out 

making the neutron spectrum harder and a runaway 

chain reaction on the 
233

U and 
239

Pu ensued. Because of 

the size of the ore body, and its burial at kilometer 

depth, the reaction was inertially confined or “tamped” 

so that explosive disassembly was delayed until a high 

degree of fission burn-up was achieved. The resulting 

energy release was catastrophic and resulted in an ex-

plosive disassembly of the ore body as a dust and ash 

cloud similar to a large asteroid impact. This resulted 

in dust and rock falls over large areas of the planet, and 

this layer was enriched in U and Th over the base rocks 

of the Mars surface. Delayed neutrons, of approximate-
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ly 1% of the core neutron flux irradiated the planet’s 

surface for several minutes as debris rained down to 

form a global layer. The explosion formed an approx-

imately 400km wide,  shallow depression at the center 

of the surface distribution of radioactive debris north of 

Acidalia Colles.  

Fission Yield Calculations: Based on the observed 

abundances of Mars Xe and Kr isotopes and the ob-

served enriched layer of U and Thorium on its surface 

over subsurface rocks, it is possible to estimate the 

number of fissions that occurred under this hypothesis 

and thus the energy release and approximate size of the 

original concentrated ore body. Based on the abun-

dance of 
129

Xe in the Mars atmosphere and assuming it 

was all produced in the explosion at approximately a 

fractional  mass yield into the atomic mass 129 channel 

of F129=3% for a fast neutron spectrum [6].  We can 

write for the total energy released based on 
129

Xe: 

)1(105.1/ 25

129129 JxFAHnWW XefissionXe

where Wfission is the energy released per fission of 

200Mev or 3.2x 10 
–11

J, nXe129 =9x10
10

 cm
-3

 is the 

number density of 
129

Xe in the Mars atmosphere, A is 

the surface area of Mars of 1.4 x 10
18

cm
2
 and H =1.1 x 

10
 6

 cm is the Martian atmosphere scale height. This is 

a large energy, equivalent to the impact of a 30km di-

ameter asteroid into Mars and sufficient to produce a 

global ejecta layer of many meters [7]. 

Based on the  Fneutron = 10
14

/cm
2
 neutron fluence 

required to explain the irradiation of lithogies B, C of 

EETA79001 [4] and account for the 
80

Kr anomaly, and 

assuming this was a planet-wide occurrence from de-

layed neutrons of an approximate fraction Fdelayed = 

0.1% that were radiated immediately after the event by 

fission fragments in the planet-wide ejecta layer, we 

can calculate and approximate number of fissions in 

the event and thus have an independent estimate of the 

yield. We can estimate the yield from the 
80

Kr anoma-

ly: 

)2(106.4/ 25 JxFAFWW delayedneutronfissionKr

where the values of other quantities Wfission and A are 

the same as in Eq. 1.  

Assuming a thickness L=1 meter layer of Th and U 

of concentration C = 0.5 ppm of a total molecular 

number density of n=6x10
22

 cm
3
 covering the planet’s 

surface and, similar to Oklo, that this is the remnants of 

a concentrated ore body where approximately a frac-

tion Ffissionable= 3% of the ore body was fissionable and 

was consumed in the explosion, we can again estimate 

the total energy yield:  

)3(104 24 JxCnALFWW efissionablfissionThU
 

The original ore body, if it was approximately pure 

(Oklo was 70%), would have been approximately the 

volume of 0.14 cubic kilometer and the explosion 

would have been a planetary scale catastrophe, creating 

a crater approximately 100’s of kilometers wide and  

kilometers deep. However, unlike an asteroid impact, 

the center of the explosion would have been much 

closer to the surface and hence would have had much 

quicker pressure relief, resulting in a wider, shallower, 

crater than an asteroid impact of the same energy. The 

observed region of concentrated Th is located in 

Northwest Mare Acidalia in shallow wide depression 

centered at approximately 15W and 50 N. The appear-

ance of a region of enhanced Th and radioactive K is 

not reflected in maps of shorter lived Fe and Si iso-

topes and indicates the event occurred several hundred 

million years ago and probably dates to the middle or 

late Amazonian epochs. Weak irradiation of lithogies 

in ETA79001 indicate 180 million year or older age for 

the disassembly event. Based on the predominance of 
40

Ar, formed by thermal neutrons over 
129

Xe  formed 

by high energy neutrons, it can be estimated that the 

paleo-reactor operated for long periods, perhaps 100 

million  years,  in a quiescent thermal mode before 

disassembly occurred. Given the ratio of 
40

Ar to 
129

Xe  

in the atmosphere, the ratio of thermal fissions to fast 

neutron fission during  the explosive disassembly is 

approximately #Fiss. Thermal / #Fiss. Prompt  10
7
 .This is 

consistent with the requirement of breeding large 

amounts of 
233

U and 
239

Pu in a long period of thermal 

cycling to support a later prompt critical event.  

Discussion:  Natural  Nuclear Reactors formed 

and operated on Earth, there is no reason this could not 

have happened on Mars. Conditions on Mars: lack of 

plate tectonics, and nearness to the asteroid belt,  may 

have favored such occurrences in larger size and dura-

tion than on Earth.  Changes in groundwater distribu-

tion, due to either climate change or loss of geothermal 

heat, may have triggered this event. The occurrence of 

such a large natural reactor may explain some puzzling 

aspects of Mars data, such as the superabundance of K 

and Th on the surface and the large inventory of radi-

ogenic isotopes  in Mars atmosphere.  
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